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shawn falling <shawnfall@gmail.com>

Fwd: Catchie the Hoes 
1 message

palto aristotle <pltaristotle@yahoo.com> Sat, May 31, 2008 at 12:21 PM
To: shawnfall@gmail.com

 
 
Note: forwarded message attached.

 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: palto aristotle <pltaristotle@yahoo.com> 
To: pltaristotle@yahoo.com 
Cc:  
Bcc:  
Date: Sat, 31 May 2008 12:16:24 -0700 (PDT) 
Subject: Catchie the Hoes 

PLEASE FORWARD TO...
 

My name is sniggih/weatherby
 
I have been the victim of torture,the perpetrator's began their pathology with the mantality that it take's a community to raise
a child:I was in a Alcoholic's Anonymous when I met a woman by the name of Michele Wise:This letter is a summary of some
of the current history of what's been going on-it is by no mean's a description of what I went thru and what's been going on-
this letter is to only describe the stalking aspect of what Ive been going thru with the perpetrator's/which in,  later you will
come to see that the stalking aspect of this situation is part of the crimminal solicitaion of torture through intimindation/by
association.
Now that your confused,understandibly,it is essential though that you keep this as a matter of record,and when you
recieve the
1:Timeline of torture
"Including the people involved ,
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the resident's whier the torture took place,
the state's I was stalked in, and
the fact's that illustrate direct deliberate human effort
and the method of torture"
2:The physical papertrail the perpetrator's left behind
3: The Audio tape's that directly coincide with dated email's explaining their pattern's of behavior's before they
happened,which the pattern's were written out on paper and notarized isolating the date in time,then capturing the pattern's
of behavior's on audio tape after the date of the notarization.
All 3 of these variable's-the history of all 3 will clearly show a heinous crime took place on a innocent learning disabled
woman who never did 1 thing to deserve 1 bit of it.
and #4-the email's and audio's will show direct deliberate police involvement in the torture, the coverup, harrassment and
intimidation of the victim.
The email's will show Government official's were notified and how intimidation and harrassment of the victim increased
expeditionally.
Thourghout the whole timeline,in many seperate email's it clearly detail's method's of stalking,harrassment and
intimidation,so me the victim started noticing all of their pattern's of same,so I did 2 thing's inbetwween running and the
effect's of what happened to me,
1. I bought a tape recorder"Again"
2. I started writing down their pattern's of method's and predicting wheir and sometime's when they whould probably try
these method's agian,than I whould have this piece of paper notarized isolating the date,hoping to catch the incident on
audio as it unfold's in relation to the method's I had notarized:
Bingo it happened on the 5'th of May-4 day's after reporting what happened to the ACLU in Ann Arbor, and 3 day's later a
secound major incident that was described on the 5'th by afriend of the perpetrator's that I caught on audio,and that is also
described in email's and clearly described in the notarization's I have.
Now I know enough about statistic's and math to know that something like this being brought about to the tee after it being
described in detail -it being brought about by 4 different partie's of whom none Ive never met-
! being 1 of the perpetrator's of harrassament connected to the perpetrator's who tortured me2By Library Staff
3:By Library Security Staff
and 4: By the Ann Arbor Police-on this video their all blaming me but the video clearly show's it was'nt and the whold theater
is literally described on the notarization 2 week's before and email's that were sent that week and as far back as October of
2007
My Name is sniggih
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I am a human Being a person I was tortured in Dearborn Michigan and no one care's
Please go to .....freep.com/opinionblog../when you get to this forum register it only takes 2 minute's/then proced back to the
forum thru 1 click from registration to the forum title freep.com Q & A's look for posts by Michigan Taxpayer-777
This is a real important point if you can help me while I have them exposed in stalking the victim either follow the
victim/especially wheir she goe's at night and they will come to her that is a literall absolute/please help her she has proof
they tortured on her and they are trying everything just about to intimidate her/the victim will be at the foolowing location on
the following date's.
Please help her
Thank you
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